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ABSTRACT 
A Cloud Computing is subscription-based service where we 

obtain networked storage space and computer resources. 

Technologies such as cluster, grid, and now cloud computing 

are decide allowing access large amounts computing power in 

fully, para-virtulized manner by amassed resources i.e. virtual 

machines to consumer. Cloud computing denotes energy 

efficiency in all components of computing systems that is 

hardware, software, local area network. Energy computing has 

to achieve manifold objectives of energy consumption and 

utilization improvement for computing paradigm that are not 

pay-per-use such as cluster and grid revenue maximization as 

another metric for cloud computing architecture. Microsoft 

Corporation provides Joule meter tool to measuring energy of 

computing software devices, for researcher to observe energy 

conservation and consumption [10],[14]. This paper we 

proposed Energy-Efficient Scheduling Scheme call EESS for 

virtual machines that distribute maximum workload on 

minimum number of virtual machine’s so less amount of 

energy consume, to test the scheme cloud environment 

created using VirtualBox.  

General Terms 

Cloud Computing, Scheduler, 

Keywords 

Virtual machine request, virtual machine, energy, Workload, 

EESS,VM, VM request, power. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s cloud computing is a promising computing 

technology which is to support virtualization, scalable 

resource utilization and provide services such as IaaS, SaaS, 

PaaS. A Computer scientist predicting that cloud system is 

next generation operating system. Google engineers say a 

magnificent sentence maintains thousands of servers, warned 

that if power consumption continues to increase, power cost 

can easily overtake hardware cost by a large margin [1].  

Cloud computing is open source for cloud developers. The 

development of hypervisors Xen, KVM [17], VMware ESXi 

[25], VirtualBox, Eucalyptus are triggering development of 

commercial and open source cloud environment. It can offer 

services on base of energy, power pay-per use model. Self-

service, per usage metering, billing, elasticity, customization 

these are desired features of cloud [20],[23],[24]. There are 

different types of cloud that can subscribe by consumer 

depending upon needs such as public cloud, private cloud, 

community cloud, hybrid cloud. Let us consider a simple 

example in real life, when we plugging an electric instrument 

into electric outlet, we neither think how electric power 

generated, where generated, how it is gets to outlet this is 

possible because of electricity is virtualized. It is readily 

available from a wall socket that hides power generation 

stations, cloud computing is also same as for virtualization of 

computer resources to consumer pay providers based on their 

usage that is call pay-per-use model. So we say a magnificent 

sentence about cloud, Cloud Computing is a Nutshell 

[20],[21],[22]. 

A Scheduler is required to schedule number of virtual 

machine as per virtual machine request from consumer 

provide in form of lease. Scheduler schedules number of 

virtual machine request such that to conserve maximum 

energy and achieve greater degree of load balancing and less 

resource utilization. It is a challenging problem to effectively 

schedule virtual machine request in form of lease to virtual 

machine.    In this paper we discuss review of related work, 

background of our Energy efficient scheduling scheme 

(EESS), detail of algorithmic design and experimental result, 

conclusion this paper. We refer virtual machine as VM and 

virtual machine request as VM request in this realm.    

2. RELATED WORK 
In this decade we discuss many approaches viz. algorithm, 

methods, paradigms, techniques, how to schedule virtual 

machines running on physical machines and also concentrate 

on energy consumption less, optimization, fully workload 

distribution, exploitation with physical machine ratability. 

Jiandun Li et al [2] introduce a energy-efficient scheduling 

approach for private clouds to reduce coming request response 

time, balance workload when data centre is running in low 

power mode and design algorithm on the base of pre power 

techniques and Least-load first algorithm, experimental result 

show save more energy, archive higher level of load 

balancing. 

Jiandun Li et al [3] introduce a hybrid energy-efficient 

scheduling algorithm for private clouds, concentrated on load 

balancing, load migration on the base of state of virtual 

machines, measure response time, if response time is directly 

propositional to energy.  So they minimised response time in 

that algorithm, design states of virtual machines and observe 

there characteristics with energy consumption. 

Saurabh Kumar Garg et al [4] presented a few scheduling 

polices that could utilize heterogeneity across various data 

centres. Akshat Verma et al. [5] also present a dynamic   

power aware strategy to save energy.    

Chuliang Weng, Zhigang Wang et al [6] present hybrid 

scheduling framework for the CPU scheduling in the virtual 

machine monitor. Two types of applications are high-

throughput type and concurrent type. Virtual machine sets 

concurrent type when majority of workload is concurrent 
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applications in order to reduce cost of synchronization. 

Otherwise it is set to high-throughput type by default. 

Experiments and results show that framework and scheduling 

strategy is flexible to improve performance of virtual 

machine. 

Gaurav Dhiman, Giacomo Marchetti et al [7] focus on 

vGreen: multi-tiered software system for energy efficient 

computing in virtualized environments, developed MPC 

balance algorithm that concentrates on CPU and memory 

utilization decrease, amount of power save up to 15% to 20% 

of total power required. Power is directly propositional to 

energy so amount of energy also save.  

Gregor Von Laszewski et al [8] proposed scheduling virtual 

machine in a compute cluster to reduce power consumption 

through Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS), 

implementation of energy efficient algorithm to allocate 

virtual machine. 

Bo Li, Jianxin Li et al [9] states Energy aware heuristic 

algorithm on base of distributes workload in virtual machine 

with minimum number of virtual machines or nodes required 

that workload. So that workload migration, workload resizes 

virtual machine migration these approaches are used in 

algorithm. 

Aman Kansal et al  [10] states virtual machine power 

metering and provisioning architecture i.e. Joulemeter 

measure power of virtual machines per second in watt.      

T.Tamir [11] proposed scheduling bully selfish jobs 

precedence-constraints, i ≺ j means that job j cannot start 

being processed before job i is completed. In this paper author 

consider selfish bully jobs who do not let other jobs start their 

processing if they are around. Officially, author define the 

selfish precedence-constraint where i ≺ s j means that j cannot 

start being processed if I has not started its processing yet. 

Pradeep kumar Sharma et al [12] proposed the algorithms for 

creating the small cloud using simulator CloudSim, and some 

key feature of conserving the energy in cloud with the help of 

migration of virtual machines in between data centers. The 

redundant datacenter consumes the large amount of energy 

which becomes the challenging for the data center. 

3 BACKGROUNDS  
Energy saving paradigm is a complex activity compare to 

other paradigm, as practical implementation of that methods 

difficult, various tools required, again that tool have capability 

support virtualization, para-virtualization for maximum 

workload balancing on virtual machines provides to 

consumer.  

3.1 Basic Architecture of Cloud Computing 
In basic architecture of cloud computing, hardware 

virtualization allows running multiple operating systems and 

software stack on a single physical platform [20], as depicted 

Fig.1 the virtual machine monitor (VMM) call hypervisor act 

as a interface between hardware and virtual machines. In our 

realm VirtualBox is a hypervisor which control and handles 

number of virtual machines, scheduler is also design in 

hypervisor so it schedules virtual machines on different host 

also, hypervisor have capability migrate, clone, pause, resume 

virtual machines on different physical machines through 

application programming interface (API). Consumer provide 

virtual machine request in form of leases which provides by 

clouds providers on web, that lease contain configuration of 

virtual machines, application type (SaaS, PaaS), priority of 

lease, time and consumer personal information for payment 

detail such as pay-per-use model.     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Basic Architecture of Cloud Computing 

 

3.2 VirtualBox  
Sun-Oracle provide open source virtualBox3.1 [13] support 

virtualization, para-virtualization, Xen support para-

virtulization, DVF simulator run processor on low frequency, 

voltage so amount of energy conserve. We go through 

algorithmic implementation through API provide by 

VirtualBox, basic concept is a host that is physical machine 

run number of guests that is virtual machines as we previous 

discuss in Fig.1, through API we measure and observe energy 

consumption of each virtual machines run in different states. 

Fig. 2 shows measurement of energy in joule and power in 

Watt per second using joulemeter1.2 [14].  

Table 1.  Measurement of Energy (J) and Power (W) 

 

States of Virtual machine 

(VM) 

Time 

in S 

Energy 

in J 

Power in 

W 

4 VM running at a time  60 1464 24.4 

3 VM running at a time 60 972 16.2 

2 VM running at a time 60 552 9.2 

1 VM running at a time 60 420 7 

0 VM running at a time 60 0 0 

1 VM powerdown 60 564 9.4 

2 VM powerdown at a time 60 1704 28.4 

3 VM powerdown at a time 60 2538 42.3 

4 VM powerdown at a time 60 3408 56.8 

1 VM pause 60 84 1.4 

1 VM resume 60 114 1.9 

1 VM Teleport-In state  60 378 6.3 

 1 VM PowerON 60 1848 30.8 

 

A keen observation of energy measurement in virtual machine 

we conclude that avoid PowerOFF, PowerON of virtual 

machines, apply migration, clone, pause, resume  to save 

energy. VirtualBox3.1 support all these features, using peak 

migration of Virtual machine’s from one host to another for 

workload distribution, single virtual machine on running state 

but do not perform job i.e. VM request required energy 420 J, 

more than one VM running at a time energy required in terms 

of quadruple, virtual machine PoweON acquired maximum 

energy approximately 1848J, VM PowerOFF energy required 

564 J, VM in pause/resume state energy required 0J. 

Virtual machine1 

 

Virtual machine 2 

 Consumer software Consumer software 

     Email server Google Application 

Windows Linux 

Virtual Machine Monitor (Hypervisor) 

Hardware 
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In this scenario, we say that running VM but not perform 

job or completion of  job move that particular VM  into pause 

state, VM powerdown avoid instead move into pause state , if 

required then again resume state to save energy. 

A single VM1 perform more than one VM request  & find 

VM2 perform no job then migrate VM1 to VM2, purpose of 

our approach is maximum use migration of virtual machines 

save more energy and maximum workload 

distribution.VirtualBox3.1 provide Teleport() function 

through API, select source VM with minimum work load act 

as a source and find VM with subminimum workload call 

target VM. Teleport source VM to Target VM. Migration is 

two type i)static migration ii)dynamic migration that also 

depend upon lease which is demand by consumer and how our 

algorithm is schedule workload. In our approach is run 

application specific policy basically three types of policy 

a]general-purpose policy b]Architecture-specific policy 

c]application-specific policy . 

 3.3 Joulemeter  
Microsoft Co-operation provides a glorious software tool call 

Joulemeter1.2 [14] with manifold objectives; help cloud 

developer easily measure power usage of VM, server, 

desktops, laptops and individual software applications running 

on Host. Joulemeter1.2 provides power consume by CPU, 

monitor, specific application total power required by system 

in watt per timestamp in millisecond [10].   

 

 

 

 

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

Fig 2. Combination of Host and Guests using VirtualBox 

 

E=Energy in Joule , P=Power in Watt, T= Time in second and 

N=number of VM, so we can write fallowing expression 

 

                           (1) 

 

so we convert power into energy using physics conversation 

[15]  

                             (2) 

 

Combine architecture of Hosts and number of Guests that we 

implement as shown in Fig.2, it contain total 15 VM, 4 Host 

and VirtualBox hypervisor, scheduler is design on Host1 that 

schedules all virtual machines using energy-efficient 

scheduling scheme(EESS), when we implement EESS then it 

easily handle all virtual machines on different Hosts. In our 

approach there is no limitation for Host and Guest,  Hosts are 

connected to each other using LAN, IWebsessionManager 

interface is use by VirtualBox to handle virtual machines on 

different Hosts through IP address.      

4. ENERGY-EFFICIENT SCHEDULING 

SCHEME (EESS) 
In this scenario we introduce energy-efficient scheduling 

scheme call EESS with migration, clone, pause, resume basic 

concept is introduce using minimum load distribution, first 

come first serve [16], hybrid energy efficient scheduling 

algorithm [2],[3] incoming VM request call jobs minimum 

then start virtual machines if request is increased beyond our 

capacity then apply migration for workload distribution. If 

VM request is platform, software then applies cloning of VM. 

Consumer provide request in lease’s using lease management 

system (LMS) collect these leases in queue, virtual machines 

are also in queue, EESS schedules VM request to virtual 

machine, implementation is as shown in below fig.3 working 

procedure of EESS. 
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Fig 3. Working procedure of EESS 

Consumer provide lease L to lease management 

system(LMS), incoming jobs collect in set of lease’s i.e. L1, 

L2,L3,……Ln. , algorithm serve these jobs to virtual machines 

as their configuration and requirement such as 

     Job1=VM11 

       Job2=VM12 

     Job3=VM13 

        .        . 

      .         . 

     Jobn=VM1n                     (3)  

4.1 Characteristics of EESS 
 Workload distribute on less number of virtual 

machines. 

 Use migration, pause, resume, clone of virtual 

machines when workload distribute. 

 Scheduling of virtual machines to number of jobs less 

deployment time. 

 Response time long of any virtual machine then it is 

beyond for consideration or not consider. 

 Utilization of workload on less number of virtual 

machine. 
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 Do not restart shutdown virtual machine again and 

again. 

 Virtual machine running state but not performing any 

Virtual machine request then change into pause state, 

again if required then change into resume state. 

EESS is design on the base of above characteristics for save 

energy number of virtual machines, total time,  full workload 

utilization on less number virtual machines,  these are 

important metrics of  our scenario.  

4.2 States of Virtual machine 
Virtual machine is running on different modes, we say state of 

virtual machine categories in different states and use these 

states in our EESS see fallowing states.    

 Running:-virtual machine is ON and waits for VM 

request. 

 Active:-Virtual machine is running and performs VM 

request or job. 

 PowerON:-Virtual machine is just powering on state  

 PowerOFF:-Virtual machine is shutting down state. 

 Pause:-Virtual machine is running state to pause state. 

 Resume:-Virtual machine is pause state to resume 

(running) state . 

 Teleport-In:-Target Virtual machine wait for 

sourceVM . 

On the base of these states we state EESS basically Running, 

Pause, Teleport-In state required again & again, see fallowing 

points to be seriously consider that is PowerON virtual 

machine maximum energy required, PowerOFF virtual 

machine amount of energy required so it’s better rather that 

PowerON, PowerOFF use Pause, Resume states of virtual 

machine to save amount of energy that describe in Table1. 

4.3 Parameters use in EESS 
U - set of Hosts (physical machine ) and Guests (Virtual 

machine) ,U= {H1,H2,H3,….n,VM1,VM2,VM3…. VMn} 

H -Total no of Host’s       ,  H=1, 2,3,4…. n 

VMHi - set of virtual machine on each each Host H  and 

i=1,2,3,4, ……n, i for virtual machine, VMHi   U . 

L= number of leases, L1, L2, L3 …... Ln 

P= Lease contain VM request such as consumer required 

Platform as a Service. 

j- Incoming VM requests from consumer 

J- Total number of VM requests from consumer 

VMHi  =  

{   

Host=1 , i=1,2,3,4…n , VM11,VM12,VM13,VM14.VMn 

Host=2 , i=1,2,3,4…n , VM21,VM22,VM23, VM24.. VMn 

Host=3, i= i=1,2,3,4 , VM31,VM32,VM33, VM34.. VMn 

Host=4 , i= i=1,2,3,4 , VM41,VM42,VM43, VM44.. VMn 

} 

VM - Total number of virtual machine in each host (VM=1, 

2,3,4 ……n) 

VMS - Virtual machine source required for migration (always 

in Active state before migration) 

VMT - Virtual machine target required for migration (always 

in Teleport-In state before migration) 

4.4  Function use in EESS 
PowerONVM (j, H , VMHi ) :-  Virtual Machines start such 

as equals to number of incoming VM request j. 

Migration (VMS , VMT) :- Migrate virtual machine from 

VMS to VMT  

 Pause (VM) :- Pause the running Virtual machine VM  for 

energy save.  

Resume (VM) :- Resume the pause Virtual machine VM  

for energy save . 

Clone(VM):- Cloning of one VM to another VM on same H 

. 

Update (VMHi , j, J, L):- update all values of VMHi , j, J, L. 

Find (VMs,VMT):- finding source VM and destination VM. 

 Exit() :- end of algorithm. 

4.4  Pseudo Code of EESS 

Steps of Algorithm   

// Set default values of U, H , VMHi  , i ,  j , J ,L, VMS , VMT , 

VM . 

1. Start 

2 .If (j <= 0)  //VM request equals to zero or less than   zero  

3. Exit();  

4.end if . 

5. If ( j < J)     // VM request is less that Total number of VM      

// request  i.e. least load first   

6. PowerONVM ( j, H, VMHi );  // power on Virtual machines 

7  if (VMHi == Pause) then Resume(VMHi); 

8. if (L==P) then Clone(VM); 

9. end if. 

10. VMHi  j // Assign the number of jobs to Virtual 

//machines by using  First come first serve 

11. else 

12. if (      )    // VM request is greater  than or equals  to 

//total number of VM request , maximum load schedule      

// using migration  

13. Find  ( VMS , VMT );        // required Migration so find 

source and Target Virtual machine  

14. VMT  PowerOFF  VMHi  state and on its Teleport-In 

      if (VMT== Running) then Pause(VMT);  

15. VMT  Teleport-In(VMT)  //TeleportIn state in Target        

//virtual machine  

16. VMS    Active VMHi state as a source 

17. Migration (VMS, VMT);  

18.end if 

19. end if  

20. Update (VMHi , j, J, L); 
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21. end of EESS. 

Function explanation use in EESS  

 

Pseudo code of PowerONVM(j,H, VMHi) 

 
Set of steps  

// parameters required  

// J  incoming jobs from users  , H  Total no of hosts  , 

VMHi   set of virtual machines to start for jobs, stepping 

variables  n , i , m 

1. VMHi   j        // value of j transfer to VMHi 

2.  m = 0; 

3. While (m < =VMHi)  

  for (n=1;n<=H; n++) // number of Host  

   for(i=1; i<=VM; i++) // virtual machine on that   // 

particular Host  

    Start virtual machines  

    m ++; 

end for loop. 

end for loop  

      4.     end of while loop 

      5.     end. 

We write pseudo code of migration that contain source VM 

and target VM , consider source minimum load and target 

subminimum load and apply migration using IMachine and 

IConsole interface that is API of VirtualBox.     

 

Pseudo code of Migration ( VMS, VMT ) 

 

 Set of steps  

// parameters required  

// VMs, VMT  

    1.  VMs = Active state, Running state 

    2. VMT=Teleport-In state 

    3. Apply (VMs  VMT ) 

    4. end.   

EESS implement on base of three criteria  i) zero workload 

i.e. (j<=0) zero workload seen in line no. 2 then exit or return  

do not start any virtual machine to save energy  ii) Minimum 

workload (j<=J) then PowerON virtual machines and assign 

VM request to VM use FCFS [16]  shown in line number 

5,6,7,8,9 and iii)maximum workload (j> =J) line no 12 ,then 

apply migration of source and target,  find VMs,VMT  in line 

no 15, 16 explain that find target such as minimum workload 

or zero workload, if that VMT is Running state then Pause that 

VMT so maximum energy save then apply migration shown in 

line no 14 .Cloud consumer provide VM request in lease to 

LMS  such as PaaS  then apply cloning of virtual machine 

shown in line 8,9.  Update VMHi set of Host & Guest, j,J, L 

show in line no 20. end of algorithm in line no 21. 

Next Scenario is in EESS  steps of PowerON() function using 

OpenRemotesesssion() function of IWebsessionManager of 

VirtualBox3.1. If  workload is increased such as unbalanced 

then we apply migration concept for practically 

implementation of that migration Teleport(), 

setTeleporterEnabled(), setTeleporterPort(), 

setTeleporterAddress(), saveSettings() function provide by 

IMachine, IConsole interface, clone of VM using 

findHardDisk(), createHardDisk, cloneTo() function of 

IMedium, IProgress interface of VirtualBox3.1 API. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We present series of experiments to exemplify the outcome of  

EESS discussed in previous section. The testbed is composed 

on  4 personal computers (HCL 3.06)  each have LX 

INFINITI PRO BL 1205 CPU P4 524@3.06GH with 2GB 

memory connected to 10/100 Mbps switched Ethernet. Each 

host contain 4 VM, host1 acts as a scheduler, calculated 

conserve energy (E) in Joule(J) , total time (T), power (W) , 

number of VM N, number of leases L, VM request from 

consumer J. We use VirtualBox3.1 [13] API start, stop, pause, 

resume, clone, and migrate virtual machines in JDK1.7.0 for 

algorithmic implementation of EESS. We take our EESS, 

Bully[11] , Round-robin[18], hybrid energy efficient 

scheduling algorithm[3] results and comparison dissipated in 

fallowing tables, graphs and explanation. 

5.1 Comparison 
Number of virtual machines (N): Bully, Round-robin is 

worst because they wait for job completion and assign new 

job to VM after completion of, as save energy number of VM 

are increased then consume energy also increase. Our 

approach EESS and Hybrid energy efficient scheduling 

algorithm is always better for energy saving, required less N 

as shown in Fig.5  

Energy Conserved(E):In Fig.6 we are cleared observed that 

EESS is more energy conserved as compare to hybrid energy 

efficient scheduling algorithm, but if we elaborate our cloud 

environment then hybrid energy efficient scheduling 

algorithm is always better than our approach as per response 

time and workload utilization, we conserved more energy 

because of we apply pause, resume of virtual machines, do not 

directly PowerOFF and PowerON, VM which is happen in 

hybrid energy efficient scheduling algorithm. Bully approach 

is better than R-R because of it conserved some amount of 

energy but R-R is worst about conserved energy which clearly 

demonstrates in Table 3 as our observation. 

Workload Utilization (W) :  As compare to workload 

utilization EESS and hybrid energy efficient scheduling 

algorithm is better , but we compare our approach to  hybrid 

energy efficient scheduling algorithm observed that hybrid 

energy efficient scheduling algorithm is comparatively better 

than EESS which is as shown in Fig.4, Bully is better than 

round-robin and EESS achieve higher degree of workload 

distribution.     

 

Fig.4 Total conserved Energy E in Joule 
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Table 2. Detailed Data 

          Parameters 

 

Methods 

Total 

Energy 

in J 

Total 

Time  

in S 

  Power   

in 

   W 

Number of VM  

required as per 

Method  N  

VM 

request 

from 

consumer 

Leases(L) Energy per 

Minute   

in   J        

EESS 244818 4020 60.9 10 15 8 3654 

Bully Approach 408844.8 4368 93.6 14 15 8 5616 

Round-robin 471163.2 4944 95.3 15 15 8 5718 

Hybrid energy-

efficient scheduling 

algorithm 

274164 4092 67 11 15 8 4020 

 

Table 3. Conserved Energy (E) in Joule 

           Energy ( E )In     

Joule 

 

Methods 

 

Conserved Energy per minute 

 

Conserved Energy per Total time 

EESS 2064 226345.2 

Bully Approach 102 62318.4 

Round-robin 0 0 

Hybrid energy-efficient 

scheduling algorithm 

1698 196999.2 

 

 
 

Fig.4 % wise workload utilization as per number of Leases 

 

  
Fig.5 Number of virtual machines required as per method 

 
Fig.6 Energy required in joule as per method 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm that offers a 

large quantity of compute and storage resources to the masses. 

Scientist and startup companies can have access to these 

possessions by paying a minute amount of money just for 

what is really wanted. In their various contour and flavors, 

cloud aim at offering compute, storage network, software, it is 

combination “as a service”. IaaS,PaaS,SaaS are three most 

common nomenclatures for level of generalization of cloud 

services, ranging from “raw” virtual servers to sophisticated 

hosted applications. Virtualization enables high, reliable, and 

agile deployment mechanisms and management of services, 

providing on demand cloning, live migration services which 

improve reliability. A great popularity and apparent success 

have been seen in this area.  

How to provide an energy-efficient scheduling method for the 

cloud platform has become a challenging problem. Our work 

is an essential support such application which is publically 

running, we propose Energy-efficient scheduling scheme call 

EESS is always beneficial for power generation plant and 

their survive problems that needs today, and we move towards 

Green Computing which really needs for us.   
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